XENOPHOBIA
RHETORIC AND MIGRATION IN THE
UNITED STATES
MELANIE OLMSTED

HISTORICAL AMNESIA

IMMIGRANT AS
POLLUTANT?

MIGRANTS ARE HUMAN
TOO

The United States has a lengthy
relationship with xenophobia, why are
modern border crossers viewed as lesser
than earlier European immigrants?

How do news articles and other
pieces of media depict migrants as
dirty or unclean? Why does this
image stick with people?

Word choice in media is crucial, how can
the use of certain names and titles
evoke xenophobic reactions from
audiences?
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T he t o pic o f im m igr a t io n in t he U nit e d St a t e s o f
Am e r ic a is a n infla m m a t o r y o ne , e s pe c ia lly whe n it
r e fe r s t o undoc um e nt e d m igr a nt s a c r o s s t he So ut he r n
bo r de r . But why do t he s e m igr a nt s fa c e s uc h ba c kla s h
fr o m t he Am e r ic a n po pula c e ? Wha t c a us e s t he s e
xe nophobic r e a c t io ns t o L a t inx im m igr a nt s bo t h
do c um e nt e d a nd undo c um e nt e d?
X e no pho bia is t he fe a r o r ha t r e d o f s t r a nge r s or
a nyt hing fo r e ign (1). T his fe a r o ft e n c o m e s fr om a
m is unde r s t a nding o f a no t he r c ult ur e o r a pe r c e ive d
t hr e a t of diffe r e nc e . X e no pho bia fo llo ws im m igr a t ion,
do c um e nt e d a nd undo c um e nt e d, whe n m igr a nt s m o ve
t o a r e a s t r a dit io na lly inha bit e d by a diffe r e nt e t hnic
gr o up a nd t he r e fo r e fa c e ho s t ile o ppo s it io n (2).
Oft e n t he la ngua ge a nd r he t o r ic o f m e dia s o ur c e s
e nc o ur a ge o r int e ns ify xe no pho bic fe e lings a nd
r e a c t ions , e ve n wit h a lim it e d ba s is in r e a lit y. T he

aim of this piece is to understand how language in
the media can elicit intense xenophobic reactions and
how important it is to be aware of this fact when
engaging with media in everyday life. My goal as
editor is for you to come away from this Zine with a
greater understanding of the effect that media has on
you and empathy for undocumented immigrants and
the hostility they face in the United States.
In his ethnography, anthropologist Jason de Leon
works to shed light on the consequences of US
immigration policy and the perils of undocumented
immigration. Within that work, de Leon also does an
excellent job assessing various xenophobic reactions
from the American public. This source will be
featured heavily in Xenophobia: Rhetoric and
Migration.

1 William A. Haviland et al., The Essence of Anthropology (Australia: Cengage Learning, 2017), 344.
2 Haviland et al., 344

Sincerely,
Melanie Olmsted

HISTORICAL
AMNESIA
The United States has a long history of
xenophobic reactions and policies that
people today often forget about or ignore
entirely. Since the beginning of the nation,
both legal and illegal immigration to the
United States has been a concern to the
government and the public (3). Examples of
this xenophobic behavior towards
immigrants can be seen in the immigration
wave from Europe between 1880-1924.
During these decades there were a number
of attacks against the Greek, Italian, Polish,
and Slavic immigrant populations, during
said attacks houses and properties were
burned, men were lynched, and people were
expelled from their homes by force (4). In
other words, immigrants from the past, even
those from European countries, were still
treated with hate.
The image to the right depicts a poster
from the 1850s telling the “natives of the
soil” to protect the home labor market from
foreign competition (5). This is clearly an
anti-immigrant piece of media that is
encouraging native-born Americans to fear
immigrants and the chance that they might
be a threat to the labor market of the United
States. This image is evidence that media
sources have been used to elicit xenophobic
reactions from populations for a long time.

Immigration to the U.S. in the late 1800s, map by the
National Geographic Society (6)
3 David J. Cisneros, “Contaminated Communities: The Metaphor of ‘Immigrant as Pollutant’ in Media
Representations of Immigration.” (Rhetoric and Public Affairs 11, no. 4, 2008), 269.
4 Charles Jaret. “Troubled by Newcomers: Anti-Immigrant Attitudes and Action during Two Eras of Mass
Immigration to the United States.” (Journal of American Ethnic History 18, no. 3, 1999),15.
5 U.S. Xenophobia: “Natives of the Soil Arouse! Shall American Labor Be Protected?” Images, n.d.
6 National Geographic Society. “Immigration to the U.S. in the Late 1800s.” (National Geographic Society,
April 18, 2013).

Poster form the mid-1800s, "Natives of the Soil Arouse! Shall
American Labor be Protected?", University of California, San
Diego.

Today, people in the United States tend to
think that European immigrants during this time
were better, braver, and more genuine than
modern border crossers. Jason de Leon examines
this fact in his ethnography, stating that
“countless citizens today suffer from historical
amnesia and draw stark divisions between the
‘noble’ European immigrants of the past and
Latino border crossers of today” (7) De Leon goes
on to claim that this ability to separate immigrants
of the past and present is an example of the
ability of Americans to put “nationality before
humanity” (8). In short, this “historical amnesia”
about European immigrants in the 19th and 20th
centuries that Americans suffer allows people to
forget that European immigrants are not so
different from modern border crossers.
7 León Jason De and Michael Wells, The Land of Open Graves Living and Dying
on the Migrant Trail (Oakland, CA: University of California Press, 2017), 26.
8 De Leon, 26

Migrants are seen at the Rio Grande near the Del Rio-Acuna Port of Entry in Del Rio,
Texas, on September 18, 2021. (Photo by Charlie C. Peebles/Anadolu Agency via Getty
Images) (Charlie C. Peebles/Anadolu Agency via Getty Images)

IMMIGRANT AS
POLLUTANT

9 León Jason De and Michael Wells, The Land of Open Graves Living and Dying on the Migrant Trail
(Oakland, CA: University of California Press, 2017), 191.
10 David J. Cisneros, “Contaminated Communities: The Metaphor of ‘Immigrant as Pollutant’ in Media
Representations of Immigration.” (Rhetoric and Public Affairs 11, no. 4, 2008), 579-580.
11 Cisneros, 579-580
12 Edmund DeMarche, “US, Mexico to Announce Deal Reinstating Trump-Era 'Remain in Mexico' Policy:
Report,” Fox News (FOX News Network, December 2, 2021).

Xenophobia tends to perpetuate racist ideas
about the foreign group in question. In the case of
modern border crossers, Americans tend to think that
Mexican immigrants are dirty or unclean, Jason de
Leon explains, “A common racist assertion by antiimmigrant activists is that border crossers, and
Latinos in general, have little regard for the natural
environment and a prone to litter” (9).
Pictures are displayed on social media or news
websites do not help because they often portray
immigrants as dirty pollutants to society. Usually, this
message is portrayed visually through images of large
crowds of Latinos presumed to be immigrants by the
viewer. In these images, migrants are seen “mill[ing]
around in a parking lot waiting for work [or] standing
in disorganized groups on street corners and
sidewalks”(10). The images show migrants taking up
space and visually disrupting the peace (11).
This image, from a Fox News article titled “US,
Mexico to announce deal reinstating Trump-era
‘Remain in Mexico’ policy: report,” is an excellent
example of this visual rhetoric (12). The picture is
disorganized and crowded with people, giving the
viewer the idea that the people in the image are
similarly messy, disorganized, and dirty.

IMMIGRANT
AS
POLLUTANT
Recently, anthropologists have taken
interest in items left behind by immigrants in
the desert as being important archeologically
and have even published articles about “the
material traces of clandestine migration” (13).
Leon and other anthropologists believe
that archeology of what immigrants leave
behind is important because it not only
preserves history but may also “correct
erroneous characterizations of the crossing
process” held by the American public and
policymakers (14). Essentially, Leon is arguing
that studying these items like archeological
artifacts is beneficial because it creates a more
complete crossing story and may debunk some
myths about migrants and why they chose to
cross the border.
However, a portion of readers react angrily
to this attempt at humanizing the immigrant
story, saying “to document the trash heaps of
these current illegal immigrants as artifacts, as
if they are sacred, is beyond credibility” (15).
This reader illustrates just how easily people
fall into this rhetoric trap of believing that all
Latinx people are those who do not care about
their environment and are prone to being dirty.
Jason de Leon’s ethnographic research
disproves this racist misconception. Although
migrants do often have to leave things in the
desert during their crossing, de Leon reports
that migrants often “only [...] lament about how
sorry they felt for throwing stuff on the
ground” (16).

13 León Jason De and Michael Wells, The Land of Open Graves Living and Dying on the
Migrant Trail (Oakland, CA: University of California Press, 2017), 198.
14 De Leon, 197.
15 De Leon, 198.
16 De Leon, 191.
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MIGRANTS ARE
HUMAN TOO
Xenophobia also has its roots in dehumanizing
ARTIST CREDIT: TOM STIGLICH

language. Referring to immigrants as criminals, drug
addicts, or even in terms not associated with humans,
allows the public to see these people as lesser than
themselves (16). In essence, using this type of
language encourages xenophobic behavior because
immigrants are not seen as human.
One example of this can be seen in this political
cartoon. The cartoon depicts a Latino man covered in
tattoos, holding a weapon, covering his face standing at the
American border. Additionally, the man is holding a baby
and asking, “how could you separate a loving father from his
newborn son?” (17). In this image, the viewer sees an almost
faceless criminal who is a threat to the United States
attempting to enter the country. The visual rhetoric of the
cartoon is meant to elicit an immediate and negative
response from the audience because it is painting this
foreigner as not only a threat but as less than human, a
criminal whose face cannot even be seen.
A tweet made by Donald Trump on July 27th, 2016, also
illustrates this use of dehumanizing language, the tweet
reads “Crooked Hillary Clinton wants to flood our country
with Syrian immigrants that we know little or nothing about.
The danger is massive. NO!” (18). Here, Trump is referring to
immigrants as a “flood” a distinctive non-human entity with a
negative connotation. This comparison of a group of people
to a natural disaster “makes it easier for the American public
to support harsh and punitive action against them,”
increasing xenophobia in the nation (19).
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16 Stephen M. Utych. “How Dehumanization Influences
Attitudes toward Immigrants.” (Political Research Quarterly
71, no. 2, 2018), pp. 440
17 Benjamin Fearnow, “The Cartoonist Who Drew a Gunand-Baby-Toting MS-13 Member at the U.S. Border
Responds,” Newsweek (Newsweek, June 27, 2018).
18 Utych, pp. 440.
19 Utych, pp. 440
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